MODIFICATION OF SURFACE MORPHOLOGY OF GRAPHITE BY OXYGEN PLASMA TREATMENT
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Samples of highly oriented pyrolitic graphite (HOPG) were exposed to fully dissociated oxygen plasma created by a radiofrequency discharge in pure oxygen. The discharge was powered with a radiofrequency generator operating at the standard industrial frequency of 13.56 MHz and the output power of 1000 W. Samples of pyrolitic graphite were in pieces with dimensions of 10 mm × 10 mm × (≈1.7) mm in high and exposed to plasma for different periods up to 90 s. The morphology of originally perfectly flat samples was monitored with a high resolution scanning electron microscope (SEM). Oxygen plasma caused non-homogeneous etching of samples. The first visible effect of plasma treatment was an appearance of rather spherical features of sub-micrometer dimensions as well as randomly oriented channel - like structures. Increasing the treatment time caused transformation of the spherical features into cones. The size of cones increased until about 40 s of plasma treatment. Large cones of few micrometers in size were observed at spots with surface dust particles. Prolonged treatment caused destruction of the cones and formation of sub-micrometer large holes. The effects were explained by interaction of highly excited oxygen particles with surface carbon atoms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Treatment of materials by oxygen plasma is a popular technique for modification of surface morphology. The development of high resolution scanning electron microscopes allow for monitoring the surface features at almost nanometer scale. It has been found that oxygen plasma treatment causes oxidation of metals.1–6 The oxidation is never uniform, but interesting nanofeatures appear on the surface of samples exposed to plasma with right parameters.3–8 Interaction of aggressive plasma with polymer materials usually results in burning of samples. Mild oxygen plasma treatment, however, causes both functionalization of polymers with polar functional groups9–11 and modification of surface morphology. Quite often it happens that extremely rough surface is destroyed by plasma. Plasma treatment also causes modification of organic cells and tissues and represents an interesting method for modification of bacterial cell wall during plasma sterilization of delicate materials.14–16 Plasma treatment of different materials therefore results in modification of surface properties of practically all materials.17

Different discharges were applied for generation of oxygen plasma but it seems that the majority of authors like high frequency electrode-less discharges such as radiofrequency18–21 and microwave one.22–24 The properties of plasma created in such discharges vary enormously and depend on the size of the discharge chamber, the type of materials facing plasma, the discharge power, frequency and coupling, the pressure and flow of oxygen through a vacuum system, the concentration of impurities in the discharge vessel, and (usually neglected but often very important) the properties of samples treated by plasma. The major reactants in such plasma are oxygen atoms in the ground state,25–29 although other excited particles may play a certain role in modification of materials as well. The density of oxygen...
atoms depends on many discharge parameters including the discharge power, but in highly concentrated plasma the dissociation fraction is practically 100% as long as the materials facing plasma exhibit a low coefficient for heterogeneous surface recombination. Although graphite samples have been exposed to oxygen plasma by several authors, the evolution of surface morphology during plasma treatment is still far from being well understood. The current paper presents recent results obtained in our laboratories using extremely aggressive oxygen plasma for treatment of highly oriented pyrolitic graphite samples.

2 EXPERIMENTAL

Commercially available graphite samples were used. Samples were supplied by NT-MDT, HOPG marked as ZYH, with piece thickness of 1.7 mm. Samples have special properties as they are prepared layer by layer. After exposure to plasma we can renew upper working layer with simply removing it with scotch tape. Graphite molecular layers have a spalling angle in relation to the surface layer, at which the layers are easily removed and the sample can be exposed to plasma modification more then once.

Samples were exposed to extremely reactive oxygen plasma created in a discharge chamber of a vacuum system. The system was pumped with a two stage rotary pump with a pumping speed of 80 m³ h⁻¹ and commercially available oxygen was leaked into the chamber during continuous pumping. The pressure of oxygen inside the chamber was 75 Pa. Plasma was generated with a radiofrequency generator operating at the standard industrial frequency of 13.56 MHz and the output power of 1000 W. The plasma volume was pretty small (less than 1 L) so plasma was pretty energetic. Any attempt to measure plasma parameters by an electrical or a catalytic probe resulted in a rapid melting of the probe so we were unable to obtain a meaningful result. Only optical emission spectroscopy was used for estimation of plasma parameters. The measurements showed that oxygen molecules are almost fully dissociated. Taking into account the measured pressure in the system before turning on the discharge it was possible to calculate the density of oxygen atoms using the standard vacuum equation

\[ p = n_M k T \] (1)

where \( p \) is the measured pressure, \( n \) the density of molecules, \( k \) Boltzmann constant and \( T \) the absolute gas temperature before turning on the discharge. Assuming 100% dissociation as suggested by optical emission spectroscopy measurements, the density of O atoms in plasma is twice the density of molecules before turning on the discharge, i.e.

\[ n_A = 2 \frac{p}{(k T)} \] (2)

Taking into account numerical values the density of oxygen atoms in our plasma is \( 3.7 \times 10^{22} \text{ m}^{-3} \).

The morphology of samples was monitored by scanning electron microscopy. We used the high-resolution scanning electron microscopy FEG-SEM7600F from JEOL. Images were taken by angle of 45° and magnitudes of 1 000-times and 10 000-times at low accelerating voltage 2 kV. Lower secondary electron images (LEI) are presented in this paper.

3 RESULTS

Samples of pyrolitic graphite were cut to pieces with dimensions of \((10 \times 10)\) mm with thickness of working layer \((1.7 \pm 0.2)\) mm and exposed to plasma for different periods up to 90 s. After the plasma treatment they were mounted in the electron microscope and imaged at different magnifications. In this paper we present only results obtained at two different magnifications: 1 000-times and 10 000-times. The surface of an untreated sample was almost perfectly flat so we do not show a corresponding SEM image. Interesting modification of surface morphology starts after about 15 s of plasma treatment. Figure 1 represents a couple of SEM images of the samples exposed to oxygen plasma for 18 s. The original image is obtained at magnification of 1 000-times, while the insert was obtained 10 000-times. The same applies for all other Figures. The SEM image pre-
Figure 2: SEM image of a sample exposed to plasma for 20 s; a) at magnification of 1 000-times, b) at magnification of 10 000-times

Figure 3: SEM image of a sample exposed to plasma for 25 s; a) at magnification of 1 000-times, b) at magnification of 10 000-times

Figure 4: SEM image of a sample exposed to plasma for 31 s; a) at magnification of 1 000-times, b) at magnification of 10 000-times

Figure 5: SEM image of a sample exposed to plasma for 35 s; a) at magnification of 1 000-times, b) at magnification of 10 000-times
sented in Figure 1 shows interesting surface morphology. Randomly oriented channels are observed already at 1 000-times, but the 10 000-times magnification reveals spherical features on the surface of (as mentioned above) originally flat surface. The features are transformed quickly to cone-like structures as shown in Figure 2 which is the image after 20 s of plasma treatment. The features become somewhat bigger since they may be visible even at the small magnification. Figure 3 presents a couple of images obtained after 25 s of plasma treatment. Numerous small cones with randomly distributed large cones are observed in Figure 4 which represents the images obtained after 31 s. The features remain rather unchanged for 35 s (Figure 5). After 52 s of plasma treatment, however, they almost vanished as demonstrated in Figure 6. Also, small craters become visible. Further increase of treatment time causes an important increase of the crater diameters and disappearance of all surface cones. Figure 7 represents the SEM images after 90 s. It is interesting that small cones are observed at the bottom of craters as revealed from Figure 7.

4 DISCUSSION

The SEM images presented in Figures 1–7 are attractive if not all that unexpected and definitely deserve a discussion. As mentioned in Introduction, exposure of almost any material to oxygen plasma causes increased roughness. In the case of materials that form rather stable oxides, exposure to oxygen plasma leads to formation of a thin oxide film. The oxide film created at exposure of a metal to non-equilibrium oxygen plasma, however, may have different morphology than an oxide film obtained by thermal oxidation performed close to thermal equilibrium conditions. For instance, bundles of nanowires with an extremely favorite aspect ratio may grow on the surface of some metals. The first report on this phenomenon appeared in 1995,35 but until recently, no solid hypothesis that would explain the phenomenon appeared. Much work has been performed on oxidation of iron and an appropriate hypothesis appeared recently.36 The hypothesis may explain interaction of oxygen plasma with metals, but is inappropriate for the case of carbon containing materials. Namely, carbon does not form stable oxides but the interaction between reactive oxygen particles results in formation of CO radicals and perhaps also CO$_2$ molecules that desorb from the surface even at room temperature. Exposure of carbon containing materials to oxygen plasma therefore results in etching. Surprisingly enough, etching is far from being homogeneous. Numerous authors showed that exposure of many polymers to oxygen plasma yields to formation of cone-like structures. While no internationally accepted theory appeared, an appropriate hypothesis was launched recently by Junkar et al.12 The authors proposed a hypothesis that the extremely non-homo-
geneous etching was due to non-homogeneity of the sample. Namely, polymers are often semi-crystalline and a hypothesis was that the crystalline part of polymer is etched at lower rate than the amorphous component. Unfortunately, the authors of that paper presented no solid confirmation in terms of the size of polymer crystallites. In any case, the hypothesis of Junkar is not applicable to the case of highly oriented graphite since it is almost mono-crystalline. The results observed in Figures 1–7 therefore cannot be explained by inhomogeneity of the original material.

One possible explanation that seems obvious when monitoring Figure 2 is an existence of surface dust particles. Namely, the insert in Figure 2 reveals a dust particle above the large cone. The dust particle prevents reactive oxygen particles that abound in our plasma reaching the surface of graphite. The result is a side erosion of material. Such effects are known to exist in natural formations on a meter-scale practically in all cases where the uppermost layer of material is eroded at lower rate than the material beneath. This hypothesis therefore explains formation of large cones such as the one observed in Figure 2. The hypothesis, however, cannot explain formation of numerous small features observed in Figures 1–5.

The lack of appropriate hypothesis may lead to a speculation that an extremely thin, by SEM not visible film of impurities is presented on the surface of the graphite. The film may shrink to small islets upon plasma treatment either due to electrostatic forces (assuming the impurities are not conductive), or due to thermodynamic forces (heating of materials often leads to formation of droplets), or both. The speculation may be justified by careful examination of cone peaks, for instance the largest cone in the insert of Figure 3. It seems that this cone as well as many others is peaked with a foreign material. The EDX analysis, however, did not reveal any impurities so the speculation is questionable. Still, appearance of quite a few cones scattered randomly on the surface of the sample best observed in Figure 4 keeps this speculation appropriate.

Scientists familiar with materials etching by ion beams would quickly find an explanation for appearance of the cones. Namely, it is well known that etching of organic as well as some other materials by ion beams (for instance in Auger electron depth profiling) leads to formation of nanostructured surface. The explanation, however, fails in our case since the samples are not exposed to ions with any kinetic energy worth speaking about. Namely, the samples were kept at floating potential during plasma treatment. The floating potential depends on the electron temperature in plasma as well as on the mass of ions. As mentioned earlier, the electron temperature has not been measured but it can be estimated to few electron volts. The ion mass is known since we have only two ions: O$_2^+$ and O$. The concentration of other gases in the system is negligible. The voltage across the sheath between unperturbed plasma and the sample can be estimated to about 10 V so the ions gain kinetic energy of only 10 eV. This energy is definitely too low for any decent discussion of ballistic effects caused on the surface of samples due to exposure to oxygen ions.

The formation of the features observed in Figures 1–5 therefore remains an unresolved problem. Instead of presenting any other speculation let us point to another observation – this one is rather unexpected. Figure 6 reveals a disappearance of the nano-cones after prolonged plasma treatment. The Figure clearly indicates that only largest cones are visible if not preserved as those shown in Figures 2–5. Obviously, the mechanism that is responsible for formation of cones becomes less important than a destruction mechanism. Also, well defined holes appear on the surface of the graphite sample. While the destruction may be explained by thermal effects (very high temperature of features stretching away from the surface) the explanation of the hole formation is a difficult task. The hole size increases with further treatment as shown in Figure 7. This Figure represents SEM images obtained after plasma treatment for 90 s. The size and depth of the holes vary but it is clear that the size of holes increases with increasing plasma treatment time. Any speculation on the observed fact that at least some holes contain small features at the bottom is beyond the scope of this paper.

The fact that molecules in our oxygen plasma are fully dissociate allows for estimation of the oxygen atom flux onto the surface and speculations of the effects they may cause on the graphite surface. The density of atoms in plasma was calculated using equation (2). The flux of atoms onto the surface is calculated using the standard equation

\[ j = \frac{1}{3} n v \]  

where \( v \) is the average thermal velocity of oxygen atoms. This value is not known since the gas kinetic temperature could not be measured. Still, the order of magnitude is 1000 K so the velocity in equation (3) is of the order of 1000 m/s. The resultant flux is then of the order of 10$^{25}$ m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$. This is a really huge flux. Taking into account the recombination probability of the order of 10$^{-2}$ the sample is heated due to heterogeneous surface recombination at the rate of

\[ P = \frac{1}{2} j \, \gamma \, W A \]  

where \( \gamma \) is the probability for surface recombination, \( W \) the dissociation energy of and oxygen molecule and \( A \) the total surface of the sample. Taking into account numerical values, the power is of the order of 1 W. The power is pretty low and definitely does not suggest extensive heating of the graphite sample. Obviously, if thermal effects are important for disappearance of cones on the surface of graphite samples after prolonged plasma treatment, they should be due to other effects. Such effects may include neutralization of charged
samples to aggressive oxygen plasma revealed formation beyond the scope of the paper.

5 CONCLUSION

Exposure of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite samples to aggressive oxygen plasma revealed formation of nanocones on the surface. The appearance of nanocones was explained by non-homogeneous etching of material upon exposure to reactive oxygen particles created in plasma. The nanocones were of similar size of material upon exposure to non-equilibrium oxygen plasma. The nanocones disappeared and were slowly but graduate replaced by holes whose dimensions increased with increasing plasma treatment time. Several speculations about the observed phenomena were presented and discussed but the results did not allow for presenting a decent hypothesis. The results, however, are interesting and represent just another example of unusual modification of a material upon exposure to non-equilibrium oxygen plasma.
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